OFFICIAL BALLOT

STATE GENERAL ELECTION BALLOT

INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS
To vote, completely fill in the oval(s) next to your choice(s) like this: o

FEDERAL OFFICES

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

SCHOOL DISTRICT OFFICES

PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

JOHN MCCAIN AND SARAH PALIN Republican

BARACK OBAMA AND JOE BIDEN Democrat/Independent

CYNTHIA MCDONALD AND ROSA CLEMENTE Dixie

ROGER CALERO AND ALTIVIA KENNEDY Socialist Workers

RALPH NADER AND NATE GONZALEZ Independent

BOB BARR AND WAYNE A. ROOT Libertarian


COUNTY OFFICES

CHUCK BALKINN AND DARRELL CASTLE Constitution


SCHOOL BOARD MEMBER INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 726 (CRAZY ARMS SCHOOL)

VOTE FOR: 1 TO 10

GARY EDER

LES GREEN

BRUCE HERTINGS

JIM MURRAY

CINDY R. NARVER

AL THILLERGREN

DEPPA ALLEY

RON GOERLING


CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

Failure to vote on this constitutional amendment will have the same effect as voting no on the amendment.

To vote for the proposed constitutional amendment, place a checkmark in the oval next to the word "YES" or in the shaded area to the left of the word "NO" for the question. To vote against the proposed constitutional amendment, place a checkmark in the oval next to the word "NO" for the question.

CLEAN WATER, WILDLIFE, CULTURAL HERITAGE AND NATURAL AREAS

State the Minnesota Constitution be amended to dedicate funding to protect our clean drinking water sources to protect, improve, and restore our lakes, rivers, streams, and wetlands. Protect and restore our wetlands, which are essential to improving our waterways and cultural heritage. To safeguard fish and wildlife habitats, to safeguard our parks and trails, and to provide for recreational activities, including hunting and fishing. To improve water supply and to conserve and protect our natural areas. By three-fifths of the votes of the electors of the state as returned at the primary election held on Tuesday, August 1, 2006. Yes by three-fifths of the votes of the electors of the state as returned at the primary election held on Tuesday, August 1, 2006. No

U.S. SENATOR VOTE FOR ONE

DEAN BURKLEY Independent

NORR COLEMAN Republican

JAMES MUMMEL Democratic-Labor

U.S. REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 5 VOTE FOR ONE

BOB ANDERSON Republican

MICHEL BACHMANN Republican

EL TINOJABERG Democratic-Labor

STATE OFFICES

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 44A VOTE FOR ONE

DAN SEVERSON Republican

ROB JACOBS Democratic-Labor

STATE REPRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 44A VOTE FOR ONE

DAVID RIEMMANN Republican

VOTE FRONT AND BACK OF BALLOT